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REGULAR ARTICLE

Scolding the child who threw the scissors: Shaping discourse expectations by
restricting referents
Jet Hoeka, Hannah Rohdeb, Jacqueline Evers-Vermeula and Ted J. M. Sandersa

aUtrecht Institute of Linguistics OTS, Utrecht University, Utrecht, Netherlands; bThe University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK

ABSTRACT
Coherence relations are often assumed to hold between clauses, but restrictive relative clauses
(RCs) are usually not granted discourse segment status because they are syntactically and
conceptually integrated in their matrix clauses. This paper investigates whether coherence
relations can be inferred between restrictive RCs and their matrix clauses. Three experiments
provide converging evidence that restrictive RCs can indeed play a role at the discourse level
and should not categorically be excluded from receiving discourse segment status in discourse
annotation practices. At the same time, the studies provide new insights into implicit causality
verb biases, specifically about next-mention biases in concessive coherence relations, and
expectations about discourse structure, upcoming referents, and upcoming coherence relations.
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Coherence relations; relative
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1. Introduction

Establishingmeaning in a discourse depends on the infer-
ence of multiple types of dependencies. Context-driven
processing can be said to require integration of material
that has been encountered in the preceding context in
order to make predictions about where the discourse
will go next and which referents will be mentioned
next. This interplay between coherence and coreference
underpins a variety of studies on discourse structure
and discourse processing (e.g. Asher & Lascarides, 2003;
Hobbs, 1979; Kehler, 2002; Kehler et al., 2008; Koornneef
& Sanders, 2013; Mak & Sanders, 2013). However, such
work typically studies the way that clauses make their
independent contribution to the establishment of a
coherent discourse, focussing on one-clause sentences,
main clauses, and subordinate clauses headed by a con-
junction (see (1a-b) for examples of causal relations with
the cause underlined). In the current work, we focus on
smaller segments, restrictive relative clauses (RCs) as in
(1c), whose role has often been overlooked but which
may nonetheless provide content that contributes to
the discourse structure and influences comprehenders’
inferences about coherence and coreference.

(1a) I scolded the boy. He stole a pencil case.
(1b) I scolded the boy because he stole a pencil case.
(1c) I scolded the boy who stole the pencil case.

1.1. Discourse coherence

During discourse processing, language users keep track of
many different types of information. When presented with
new linguistic input, comprehenders integrate the new
information into their representation of the discourse; ana-
phoric expressions are resolved to given discourse entities
(e.g. he in (1a-b) easily resolving to the boy) and coherence
relations are inferred between a new proposition and the
preceding discourse. A coherence relation is an aspect of
meaning that extends beyond the meaning of the
clauses or sentences in isolation (Sanders et al., 1992),
and an inferred coherence relation becomes part of the
discourse representation that serves as a point of depar-
ture for processing upcoming linguistic information.

Both theoretical and corpus-based research highlight
different types of coherence relations which language
users can infer (e.g. Asher & Lascarides, 2003; Carlson &
Marcu, 2001; Hobbs, 1990; Kehler, 2002; Prasad et al.,
2007; Reese et al., 2007; Sanders et al., 1992; Wolf &
Gibson, 2005). Much less research has investigated
which parts of a discourse language users infer coher-
ence relations between (notable exceptions are Hoek
et al., 2018; Matthiessen & Thompson, 1988; Polanyi,
1988; Schilperoord & Verhagen, 1998; Verhagen, 2001).

Existing experimental studies on coherence relations
appear to be influenced by common definitions of dis-
course segments, whether they work within a specific
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theory of discourse structure (e.g. Canestrelli et al., 2013;
Kamalski et al., 2008), use corpus-based data annotated
within a specific famework as the basis for their exper-
iments Scholman & Demberg, 2017), or do not seem to
assume a specific framework at all (e.g. Köhne &
Demberg, 2013; Xiang & Kuperberg, 2015). Our goal of
experimentally testing theories and practices of dis-
course segmentation thus not only evaluates the
psychological validity of discourse annotation practices,
but also informs experimental work on discourse coher-
ence. Given that a range of computational work is based
on corpus annotation (e.g. Lin et al., 2014; Muller et al.,
2012; Sporleder & Lascarides, 2007) and draws insights
from psycholinguistic studies (e.g. Cardie, 2000), asses-
sing the validity of assumptions about discourse seg-
mentation is relevant for computational approaches to
discourse and for automated systems that involve dis-
course-level phenomena.

1.2. Discourse segmentation and restrictive
relative clauses

Most approaches to discourse annotation have taken the
grammatical clause as the basis for identifying discourse
segments (e.g. Evers-Vermeul, 2005; Mann & Thompson,
1988; Sanders & van Wijk, 1996; Wolf & Gibson, 2005).
One type of clause, however, that is commonly excluded
from receiving discourse segment status is the restrictive
relative clause (e.g. Mann & Thompson, 1988;
Reese et al., 2007; Sanders & van Wijk, 1996; Verhagen,
2001).

Restrictive RCs are syntactically linked to a noun and
are part of the noun phrase (NP) itself. Unlike non-restric-
tive RCs, they provide crucial information about the
noun they modify, without which the conceptualisation
of the referent is incomplete. Clauses that contain a
restrictive RC are therefore conceptually dependent on
the RC and, as such, the RC, the noun it modifies, and
the rest of the clause containing that NP are assumed
to form an integrated whole instead of independent dis-
course segments (Schilperoord & Verhagen, 1998). While
non-restrictive RCs, as in (2), are traditionally considered
to be discourse segments, restrictive RCs, as in (3), thus
seem to be excluded as discourse segments because
their contribution is defined instead by their role in
ensuring that the matrix clause’s status is a referentially
(and therefore propositionally) fully specified clause.

(2) Susan, who is brilliant, now works at NASA.
(3) Someone I knew in high school now works at NASA.

In some restrictive RC constructions, however, one can
see that a coherence relation could plausibly be inferred

between the restrictive RC and its matrix clause.
Examples of such constructions are (4)–(6), as is also illus-
trated by the paraphrases in (4′)–(6′).

(4) Man who attacked jogger in Seattle park sentenced
to prison.1

(4′) Man is sentenced to prison because he attacked a
jogger in Seattle park.

(5) ‘I. Did. Not. Plagiarize. That. Paper,’ Laura Pottsdam
says of the paper that was almost entirely plagi-
arised.2

(5′) ‘I. Did. Not. Plagiarize. That. Paper,’ Laura Pottsdam
says of her paper, even though it was almost entirely
plagiarised.

(6) Anyone who cares about food should be eating in
Texas.3

(6′) if you care about food, you should be eating in Texas.

Another indication that it is indeed possible, at least
sometimes, to infer a coherence relation between a
restrictive RC and its matrix clause, comes from trans-
lation. The Europarl Direct corpus (Cartoni et al., 2013;
Koehn, 2005), for instance, contains examples of coher-
ence relations between freestanding clauses that were
translated using a restrictive RC construction, as in (7),
and vice versa, as in (8). In both (7) and (8), the overall
meaning of the translation is similar to the meaning of
the original English fragment. The clauses between
which the coherence relation in (7) holds have been
put in bold.

(7) EN Recently we have seen headlines in Dutch and
Irish newspapers about jet aircraft being chartered
to fly workers from the west of Ireland to jobs in the
Netherlands because the Netherlands cannot get
workers to do this work.
NL Onlangs meldden Nederlandse en Ierse kranten
dat er vliegtuigen werden gecharterd om arbeiders
uit het westen van Ierland naar Nederland te vervoeren
voor banen waar geen Nederlandse werknemers voor
kunnen worden gevonden.
‘…for jobs for which no Dutch employees could be
found.’

(8) EN However, those consular services are not available
to Muslims from other EU MemberStates who would
be there under the same terms and conditions oper-
ated by the Saudi authorities as UK Muslims.
DE Zu diesen Einrichtungen haben jedoch Muslime
aus anderen EU-Mitgliedstaaten keinen Zugang,
obwohl für diese dieselben Vorschriften der sau-
dischen Behörden gelten, wie für die Muslime aus
dem Vereinigten Königreich.

2 J. HOEK ET AL.



‘…although they would be there under the same
terms …’

Examples (4)–(8) appear to extend the types of clauses
between which coherence relations can be inferred. In
all examples, the restrictive RC seems to contribute to
the discourse structure beyond specifying the referent
of the noun it modifies. As such, they may influence
comprehenders’ expectations about upcoming coher-
ence relations and about upcoming referents. How
these RCs influence expectations about upcoming dis-
course will most likely not be uniform, but rather deter-
mined by the preceding context in combination with the
coherence relation that is inferred between the RC and
its matrix clause; the examples in (4)–(8) suggest that
there is a range of coherence relations that restrictive
RCs can enter into.

There is some preliminary evidence from psycholin-
guistic studies that suggest that comprehenders
indeed infer coherence relations between restrictive
RCs and their matrix clauses. However, prior studies
have only considered causal relations, similar to (4)
and (7), and have done so in ambiguous contexts that
may have necessitated comprehenders to search for dis-
course-level information in clauses where they would
not otherwise look for it. The current experiments test
whether comprehenders also infer relations other than
causal relations between restrictive RCs and their
matrix clauses, whether the inference of coherence
relations in restrictive RC constructions occurs even in
contexts without ambiguity or specific task demands,
and whether restrictive RCs can influence expectations
about upcoming discourse.

2. Background: implicit causality and
discourse expectations

When processing language, comprehenders are under-
stood to generate predictions about upcoming dis-
course (for overviews of prediction in language
processing, see Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2016; Kutas et al.,
2011). At the level of discourse, language users have
for instance been shown to have expectations about
upcoming coreference (e.g. Arnold, 2001; Kehler et al.,
2008; Koornneef & van Berkum, 2006), coherence
relations (e.g. Rohde & Horton, 2014), and discourse
structure, i.e. to which part of the preceding discourse
a segment will attach (Scholman et al., 2017). Well-
studied elements that have been shown to yield dis-
course-level expectations are Implicit Causality (IC)
verbs. IC verbs are known to have both coherence and
coreference biases, see Section 2.1, and will be used as
a basis for the manipulations in our studies. The

psycholinguistic studies that provide preliminary evi-
dence for a role for restrictive RCs in discourse interpret-
ation have also made use of IC verbs, though none of the
studies were directly aimed at investigating restrictive
RCs, see Section 2.2.

2.1. Coherence and coreference biases in IC
contexts

Implicit causality verbs are transitive verbs that assign
special status to the referent that comprehenders associ-
ate with the cause of the situation depicted (Au, 1986;
Ferstl et al., 2011; Garvey & Caramazza, 1974; Kehler
et al., 2008; Koornneef & Sanders, 2013; Koornneef &
van Berkum, 2006; Mak & Sanders, 2013; McKoon et al.,
1993), among many others). Story continuation tasks
for prompts like (9)–(10) reveal that participants have
strong preferences regarding which referent to
mention next. The next-mention biases are specifically
found in explanations, prototypically marked by
because (e.g. Hartshorne, 2014; Kehler et al., 2008; Picker-
ing & Majid, 2007; Solstad & Bott, 2013). NP1-biased IC
verbs favour the subject, as in (11); NP2-biased IC
verbs favour the object, as in (12).

(9) Tracy annoyed Tom (because) …
(10) Tracy fired Tom (because) …
(11) Tracy annoyed Tom because she kept complaining.
(12) Tracy fired Tom because he kept complaining.

A few studies have looked at coreference biases of IC
verbs in other coherence relations, for instance conse-
quence or contrast relations (Commandeur, 2010;
Kehler et al., 2008; Koornneef & Sanders, 2013; Pickering
& Majid, 2007; Stevenson et al., 2000). These studies find
that an IC verb’s coreference bias is influenced by the
type of coherence relation it enters into with the follow-
ing clause. However, all these studies have focussed on
coherence relations between either free-standing
clauses or clauses linked by a conjunction (because,
but, and),4 and an open question is whether IC verb cor-
eference patterns are malleable in discourse contexts
where a relation is inferred with the content of a restric-
tive RC. In addition, no study has investigated IC verb
coreference patterns in negative causal relations (also
called concessive relations or denial of expectation
relations, prototypically signalled by although or even
though), see (5′) and (8).

Another property of IC verbs crucial to the exper-
iments reported in this paper is that they raise the
expectation of an upcoming explanation. In a continu-
ation task using prompts similar to (9)–(10) without
because, Kehler et al. (2008) show that IC verbs receive
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about 60% explanation continuations, while only 24% of
continuations following non-IC verbs constitute an
explanation.

There has been a lot of debate about what exactly
gives rise to IC biases, but most accounts seem to con-
clude that the biases are the product of (pragmatic)
inferences (Hartshorne, 2014; Kehler et al., 2008; Picker-
ing & Majid, 2007, among others). Here we test if these
discourse-level inferences are influenced by restrictive
RCs that can be related to their matrix clauses beyond
merely providing referential information about one of
the arguments, and if this influence differs depending
on the type of relation that can be inferred between
the RC and its matrix clause.

2.2. Relative clauses in IC contexts

There is some evidence that suggests that restrictive RCs
can enter into a coherence relation with their matrix
clause. In a continuation experiment, Rohde et al.
(2011) presented participants with prompts containing
IC verbs and asked them to continue a relative clause
that could be attached to two potential referents, as in
(13); in this example, the children and the musician
compete for RC modification.

(13) John detests the children of the musician who …

In the experiment, participants often used the RC to
supply an explanation for the main clause verb, some-
times in a way that appeared to restrict the referent of
the noun ‘children’ or ‘musician.’ However, since the
contents of the RCs were supplied by the participants,
restrictiveness cannot be guaranteed.

In a continuation experiment conducted by Kehler
and Rohde (2019), participants were presented with
prompts containing an IC verb and an RC. Participants
were found to supply fewer explanations after an RC if
a causal relation could be inferred between the RC and
its matrix clause, as in (14), than after prompts where
the RC merely provided additional information about
its referent, as in (15).5

(14) The boss fired the employee who was embezzling
money.

(15) The boss fired the employee who was hired in 2002.

Like Rohde et al.’s (2011) continuation task, this exper-
iment was also not specifically focussed on restrictive
RCs. While the RCs in (14) and (15) can plausibly be inter-
preted as restrictive, not all items make a restrictive
reading possible or plausible. For instance, in an item

like The onlooker complimented the bride who… it is unli-
kely that there are multiple potential bride-referents.

In addition to prior work not being specifically
focussed on coherence relations with restrictive RCs, evi-
dence is still lacking for the real-time inference of such
relations in natural comprehension. Story continuation
tasks require participants to actively engage with lin-
guistic material for which they do not have any prior
context. In having to build a coherent story out of a con-
strained scenario, participants may have drawn infer-
ences beyond those they would have drawn in a less
demanding comprehension task. Where there has
been an investigation of online processing (Rohde
et al., 2011), the items contained syntactic ambiguity
as in (13), the resolution of which may have required par-
ticipants to engage in additional inferencing. Moreover,
these items were again not specifically aimed at testing
restrictive RCs.

2.3. The current study

The studies discussed above seem to provide prelimi-
nary evidence supporting the idea that restrictive RCs
can enter into a coherence relation with their matrix
clauses. However, an unanswered question is whether
language users’ discourse-level inferences for restrictive
RCs are limited to contexts that invoke specific task
demands or require the resolution of syntactic ambigu-
ity, or whether it is possible that inferring coherence
relations between restrictive RCs and their matrix
clauses is a process that occurs more generally. In
addition, any effects found in prior experiments may
have been driven by items that contained non-restrictive
RCs. Finally, all prior experiments are limited to causal
coherence relations between RCs and their matrix
clauses. This paper addresses all three issues.

In all our experiments, we test restrictive RCs only.
While the distinction between restrictive and non-
restrictive RCs in not always entirely clear-cut (e.g.
Bache & Jakobsen, 1980), we designed the RCs in all
three experiments to be more characteristic of restrictive
RCs than of non-restrictive RCs, using criteria listed in
Bache and Jakobsen (1980) and Fabb (1990), among
others: the RC is not separated from its matrix clause
by means of a comma, the matrix clause and the RC
can plausibly be uttered as a single intonation unit,
the relative pronoun who can plausibly be substituted
with that, and the RC cannot be removed from the sen-
tence without losing essential information. In addition,
the RC modifies the noun so that it refers to a unique
referent (Experiment 1 and 2) or picks out a unique refer-
ent from a mentioned or invoked set of possible refer-
ents (Experiment 3).

4 J. HOEK ET AL.



Experiments 1 and 2 test whether a restrictive RC can
enter into a relation with its matrix clause beyond causal
(explanation) relations, as is suggested by examples (5),
(6), (8). Since conditional interpretations, such as the one
in (6), seem most plausible in contexts that contain a
quantifier, we instead focus on the availability of nega-
tive causal relations (also called denial of expectation
relations); for ease of reference, these relations will be
referred to as ‘concessive’ relations. Experiment 1 and
2 (like the story continuation studies reviewed in
Section 2.2) use off-line measures to explore the possi-
bility of coherence relations between restrictive RCs
and their matrix clauses. Experiment 3 then uses a self-
paced reading paradigm to test whether restrictive RC
constructions show processing behaviour similar to
that of other types of coherence relations between inde-
pendent clauses.

3. Continuation experiment 1

Experiment 1 tests whether restrictive RCs can influence
next-mention expectations of the subsequent sentence.
It aims to replicate the finding by Kehler and Rohde
(2019) that RCs that provide a plausible cause for the
matrix clause event can influence next-mention expec-
tations, and to investigate whether restrictive RCs that
provide an implausible cause (i.e. concessive RCs) can
do the same. In this study, we presented participants
with prompts for which they were asked to supply a
natural continuation. Target prompts consisted of a
matrix clause containing an NP2-biased IC verb, an
object modified by an RC, and a connective. Prompts
differed in the coherence relation that could be inferred
between the RC and the matrix clause (causal, conces-
sive, or neutral), and in the connective (because or
even though), see (16)–(18).

(16) We thanked the neighbour [who brought over a
fruit basket]causalRC
a. because
b. even though

(17) We thanked the neighbour [who stopped by on
Tuesday night]neutralRC
a. because
b. even though

(18) We thanked the neighbour [who dropped our newly
inherited vase]concessiveRC
a. because
b. even though

In (16)–(18), each NP2-biased IC verb construction
includes a restrictive RC modifying the object. If restric-
tive RCs are indeed available for discourse-level

inferences, continuations should be malleable given
the content of the RC. On the other hand, if restrictive
RCs only contribute to the meaning of the sentence by
restricting reference, any possible links between the RC
and the matrix clause should be irrelevant to subsequent
next-mention biases. In other words, if we find a main
effect of RC condition, or potentially a connective × RC
interaction, this would be in line with the idea that
restrictive RCs can have a function at the discourse
level. on participants’ choice of next mention this
would be in line with the idea that restrictive RCs can
have a function at the discourse level. More specifically,
we predict that if a causal relation is inferred between
the restrictive RC and the main clause, as in (16), the IC
bias (i.e. an explanation featuring the NP2) should be
fulfilled (Kehler & Rohde, 2019). The next-mention bias
following (16) is thus predicted to differ from (17) and
(18). Below we describe the possible patterns for
because and even though.

For because prompts, the NP2 bias is expected to be
reduced in the causal RC condition (16a) compared to
the neutral RC condition in (17a). The prediction is a
bit more complex for the concessive RC condition (18).
A concessive relation between the restrictive RC and
its matrix clause, as in (18), indicates that something
unexpected happens; thanking someone for ruining an
heirloom is not a standard event. This discrepancy war-
rants an explanation. Compared to a neutral NP2-
biased IC verb construction, as in (17a), there are mul-
tiple relevant candidates to focus an explanation on in
(18a); the explanation may focus on the NP2 (e.g. they
offered to replace it), but also on the NP1 (e.g. we are
too nice for our own good), or on some other factor
(e.g. the vase may have been incredibly ugly). Conces-
sive RCs may thus reduce the NP2 bias for subsequent
clauses although not necessarily to the same extent as
causal RCs. The main reason why predictions about
next-mention biases after a concessive RC are less
straightforward than predictions for the causal condition
is that much less is known about next-mention expec-
tations after an IC verb in a concessive context than
after IC verbs that feature in a causal relation. Although
several studies have explored IC biases after but (e.g.
Ehrlich, 1980; Koornneef & Sanders, 2013), we have not
found any papers that specifically deal with IC verbs in
concessive relations. We included the even though
prompts to investigate the effect that a concessive
context has on next-mention biases. The neutral+even
though condition (17b) serves as a baseline. We predict
the NP2 bias in this condition to be reduced as com-
pared to the neutral+because condition (17a). Even
though signals that there is something unexpected
going on, which, in the context of an NP2-biased IC
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verb may boost the relevance of the NP1, since that
referent is doing something unusual. Because IC biases
do not pertain to concession, we expect the RC type
manipulation to have less of an effect in the even
though condition (16b), (17b), (18b) than in the
because condition (16a), (17a), (18a).

3.1. Participants

56 monolingual English speakers were recruited through
Amazon Mechanical Turk (mean age 34.88, age range
23–66, 20 women). They participated in exchange for
monetary compensation ($6.00).

3.2. Materials

Participants were presented with 30 target prompts con-
sisting of a matrix clause containing an NP2-biased IC
verb, an object that was modified by an RC, and a con-
nective, see (16)–(18). The IC verbs used in all exper-
iments reported in this paper were taken from existing
inventories of IC verbs (Commandeur, 2010; Ferstl
et al., 2011; Koornneef & van Berkum, 2006). The
subject of all stimuli was a proper name (80%) or a
first person pronoun (20%); the direct object was a
definite NP whose gender was specified (e.g. guy) or
relied on stereotypical gender assignments (e.g. a gar-
dener is usually male) and which differed from the
gender of the subject referent. For items with proper
name subjects, the subject was male in 50% of the
items and female in the other 50%. The NP2-biased IC
verb always appeared in the past tense. The full list of
target items can be found in Appendix 1.

The target prompts were distributed over six lists,
with each item occurring only once per list, in one of
the six conditions. The 30 target prompts were inter-
spersed with 16 fillers containing a connective, an
embedded clause, or both, and 24 fillers from an unre-
lated experiment. The items from each list were pre-
sented to the participants in random order.

3.3. Procedure

Continuations were collected via a web-based interface
embedded in the Amazon Mechanical Turk environ-
ment. Each item was displayed on a separate page. Par-
ticipants were instructed to write a natural continuation
for the prompts in the supplied text box. Beforehand,
the participants were informed that the experiment
would not take longer than an hour; on average, partici-
pants took approximately 45 minutes to complete the
experiment.

3.4. Annotation and data preparation

One trained coder (first author) annotated all
continuations for the referent of the subject of the con-
tinuation: NP1, as in (19a), NP2, as in (19b), or Other, as in
(19c).

(19) Natalie distrusted the doctor who had messed up
the procedure last time because
a. she could have died.
b. he didn’t seem to own up to his previous mistake.
c. such a breach of trust was hard to shake.

Being a relatively simple task, this type of annotation is
generally reliable, especially in contexts where the refer-
ents have different (specified or stereotyped) genders.
We double-coded (author and another trained
annotator) the continuations for Experiment 2. The
annotation of Experiment 2 indeed shows a very high
agreement for next-mention at 96%, k = .94 (see also
Section 4.3).

The annotation process revealed a subset of unfin-
ished continuations and continuations that were com-
pletely nonsensical (4%). For the analysis, we only
included continuations in which the connective
attached to the main clause (87%) because these allow
us to assess the effect of the RC on subsequent material
that attaches to the main event being described in the
mini-discourse.

3.5. Analysis method

All experiments in this paper were analysed using linear
mixed effects regression models (LMER: Baayen, 2008;
Baayen et al., 2008) or, in case of categorical dependent
variables, generalised linear mixed effects regression
models (GLMM), using the lme4 package (Bates et al.,
2015) in R (R Development Core Team, 2016). Models
contained fixed effects for RC type, connective type,
and their interaction, as well as by-participant and by-
item random effects. For each model, we started with
a maximal random effects structure, only simplifying
the model in case of nonconvergence (Barr et al.,
2013). We first reduced the random effects by taking
out correlations between (either the by-participant or
by-item) random slopes and random intercepts. If the
model still did not converge, we iteratively removed
random slopes until we ended up with a converging
model. See Barr et al. (2013) for a detailed account of
this step-wise procedure.

The significance of fixed effects was determined by
performing likelihood ratio tests to compare the fit of
the model to that of a model with the same random
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effects structure that did not include the fixed effect. The
categorical predictor variables in all analyses were devi-
ation coded. All pairwise comparisons were obtained
using a subset of the data that only contained the rel-
evant conditions with re-centred predictor variables.
For example, to assess the significance of the three-
level factor RC type, we compare models with and
without the RC type factor. If the model with RC type
is found to be significantly better, we conduct follow-
up analyses assessing pairs of RC types (e.g. causal vs.
concessive) to identify the source of the main effect of
RC type.

3.6. Results

The proportions of NP1, NP2, and Other continuations
per condition are shown in Figure 1. In our analysis,
we modelled the binary outcome of NP2 versus non-
NP2 continuations in a generalised mixed effects
model. In keeping with a model in which participants
infer coherence relations between matrix clauses and
restrictive RCs and such inferences in turn influence cor-
eference, we found a main effect of RC type (p < .001). In
addition, we find a main effect of connective, whereby,
as predicted, there were fewer NP2 continuations
after even though than after because (b = −0.52,
SE = 0.19, z = −2.87, p , .01). Even though Figure 1
suggests a potential dampening of the effect of RC
type in the even though condition, the interaction
between RC type and connective was not significant
(p = .22).

Pairwise comparisons for RC type reveal that, in
line with our hypotheses, there were fewer NP2 continu-
ations after a causal RC than after a concessive RC
(b = −1.13, SE = 0.47, z = −2.43, p , .05) or a
neutral RC (b = −1.09, SE = 0.22, z = −4.94, p , .001).
There were also fewer NP2 continuations after a concessive
RC than after a neutral RC (b = −0.51, SE = 0.20,
z = −2.55, p , .05).

3.7. Discussion

The results from the continuation study show that
behaviour varies with the content of the RC, in
keeping with an account in which coherence relations
can hold between RCs and their matrix clauses. Causal
RCs lead to the strongest reduction of the next-
mention bias, but concessive RCs also reduce the pro-
portion of references to the NP2.

Similar to concessive RCs, a concessive connective
reduces the next-mention bias of IC verbs. The reduction
in NP2 bias in the even though condition affected all RC
conditions (there was no interaction effect between RC

type and connective). This indicates that the influence
of the RC and the connective on the next-mention bias
is cumulative; a concessive RC reduces the expectation
of the NP2 being mentioned as the subject of the sub-
sequent clause, after which the concessive connective
further reduces this NP2 bias.

In sum, the continuation study shows distinct next-
mention patterns after causal, concessive, and neutral
RCs. This suggests that language users indeed infer
coherence relations between restrictive RCs and their
matrix clauses.

4. Continuation experiment 2

Experiment 1 tested whether restrictive RCs can
influence expectations about upcoming referents.
When coding the continuations, we noticed that
not all continuations attached to the main clause;
some participants linked their continuation to the
contents of the RC. The difference between these
two construction types is illustrated by comparing
(20), where because most plausibly attaches to the
main clause, and (21), where because can be under-
stood to begin an explanation for the contents of
the RC. As such, (20) and (21) have distinct discourse
structures, namely [[CLAUSE1MATRIX + CLAUSE2RC]
because [CLAUSE3EXPLANATION]] and [CLAUSE1MATRIX

[[CLAUSE2] because [CLAUSE3EXPLANATION]]RC]. We will
refer to attachments to the main clause as high
attachments, and to attachments within the RC as
low attachments.

(20)Mrs. Thompson loathed the gardener who never took
off his muddy shoes because he made a mess all
throughout her beautiful home.

(21) Mrs. Thompson loathed the gardener who never
took off his muddy shoes because he was embarrassed
of his foot odour.

Experiment 2 asks whether restrictive RCs can guide
expectations about discourse structure. As before, we
hypothesise that if a causal relation is inferred
between the RC and its matrix clause, there would no
longer be an expectation for upcoming causal infor-
mation to explain the matrix-clause IC verb event. We
would then expect any further causal cues to favour
attachment to another part of the discourse, for instance
the RC, compared to when the IC causal requirement has
not yet been fulfilled. In other words, we expect fewer
high attachments of because after a causal RC than
after a neutral RC.

Since our discourse structure predictions apply
specifically to explanation contexts, the prompts
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used in this experiment only include because as a
connective. Regarding RC types (causal, neutral, con-
cessive), we do not necessarily expect concessive
RCs to impact the discourse structure differently
than the neutral RCs, but we kept the concessive
RC condition to check if the next-mention results
from Experiment 1 are replicable.

4.1. Participants

55 monolingual English speakers were recruited through
Amazon Mechanical Turk (mean age 38.25, age range
22–67, 26 women). They participated in exchange for
monetary compensation ($5.50).

4.2. Materials

The 30 target items in Experiment 2 were the same as
the items in Experiment 1, with the exception of the con-
nective manipulation; only the because versions were
included in this experiment. 24 fillers were created to
replace the fillers from the unrelated experiment in
Experiment 1. The new fillers all contained an embedded
structure. Half of the items required or were biased
toward high attachment, i.e. an attachment of the con-
tinuation to the matrix clause; for instance so in (22a)
most prototypically signals a result/consequence
relation, which is usually not embedded (Asher & Vieu,
2005; Hoek et al., 2017). The other half required or
were biased toward low attachment, i.e. a continuation
within the embedded clause, as in (22b); continuations
for this prompt should provide the second segment of
the embedded conditional relation. The attachment
manipulation in the fillers was intended to prevent an

overall bias toward high or low attachments. In Exper-
iment 1, all of the fillers had been biased toward high
attachment.6

(22a) Wade insisted that penguins did not really exist
so …

(22b) The manual stated that if the red light in the top
right corner of the dryer was blinking …

The target prompts were distributed over three lists,
with each item occurring only once per list, in one of
the three conditions. The 30 target prompts were inter-
spersed with the 24 attachment fillers and 16 additional
fillers of various types. The items from each list were pre-
sented to the participants in random order. The pro-
cedure followed that of Experiment 1.

4.3. Annotation and data preparation

Two trained coders (first author and an undergraduate
Linguistics student) annotated all continuations for the
referent of the subject of the continuation, using the cat-
egories NP1, NP2, and Other (see also Section 3.4). The
agreement between the coders was very high: 96%,
k = .94.

In addition, we annotated for each continuation
whether it attached to the matrix clause, as in (23a) or
to the RC, as in (23b). We also included a label ‘both’
for continuations that could as plausibly be attached
to the matrix clause as to the RC, or to both at the
same time, as in (23c). In cases where the content of
the continuation appears to relate to both the RC and
the matrix clause, the continuation seems to syntacti-
cally attach within the RC, but conceptually also relates

Figure 1. Proportion of next-mentioned referents per connective (left side: BECause; right side: Even Though) and RC type. The bold
horizontal lines indicate the medians; the tilted squares indicate the means.
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to the matrix clause. Continuations classified as ‘both’
attachments seem to primarily be examples of causal
chaining, rather than instances of truly ambiguous
attachment.

(23) Geoff ridiculed the stewardess who crashed the
drink cart into the wall because …

a. he was that kind of person.
b. she was dizzy during the flight.
c. she was so clumsy.

Annotating the attachment of a continuation is a more
complex task than annotating co-reference in contexts
with referents of different genders, since determining
attachment relies more heavily on interpretation. Agree-
ment between the two coders was satisfactory at 94%
and k = .74. Disagreements were resolved through
discussion.

We removed any unfinished continuations, as well
as continuations that were completely nonsensical
(1%). For our next-mention analysis, we included only
high attachments (89%); low attachment continuations
attach to the RC and, as such, the relation marked by
because does not contain the IC verb in its relational
segments; this makes continuations about the subject
of the matrix clause (NP1) unavailable. In attachments
coded as ‘both,’ the IC verb is included in one of the
two relations marked by because, but since this dis-
course structure is distinctly different from the dis-
course structure found in high attachments, we
excluded such cases from our next-mention analysis
to keep our dataset as homogeneous as possible. For
our attachment analysis, we included all finished/sensi-
ble continuations.

4.4. Results

The next-mention results replicate the results from
Experiment 1, as shown in Figure 2. We used generalised
linear mixed effects regression to model the binary
outcome of NP2 versus not-NP2 continuations and
found a main effect of RC type (p < .001). Pairwise
comparisons again revealed that there were fewer NP2
continuations after causal RCs than after concessive
RCs (b = −1.03, SE = 0.27, z = −3.18, p , .001) and
neutral RCs (b = −1.94, SE = 0.32, z = −6.15,
p , .001). Again, there were fewer NP2 continuations
after concessive RCs than after neutral RCs
(b = −0.90, SE = 0.28, z = −2.27, p , .01).

Figure 3 shows the proportion of high, low, and ‘both’
attachments. We analysed the binary outcome of high
versus not-high attachments using generalised linear

mixed effects regression modelling. We found a main
effect of RC type (p < .001). Pairwise comparisons
revealed that, as predicted, there were fewer high
attachments to the matrix clause after causal RCs than
after both concessive RCs (b = −2.30, SE = 0.59,
z = −3.92, p , .001) and neutral RCs (b = −3.38,
SE = 0.82, z = −4.10, p , .001). There was no differ-
ence between concessive RCs and neutral RCs
(b = −1.46, SE = 1.26, z = −1.16, p = .25).

4.5. Discussion

The next-mention results in Experiment 2 replicated the
next-mention results from Experiment 1. The attachment
results are in line with the prediction for fewer high
attachments in the causal condition than in the other
two conditions. However, we expected this effect to be
mainly driven by an increase in the number of low attach-
ments in the causal condition. Even though the results do
indicate that participants providedmore low attachments
in the causal condition than in the concessive or the
neutral condition, it was more the increase in ‘Both’ con-
tinuations (those that related to both the matrix clause
and the RC) that reduced the number of high attach-
ments in the causal condition, as can be seen in Figure
3. Overall, however, the distinct attachment patterns for
the different conditions support our more global hypoth-
esis that language users infer coherence relations
between restrictive RCs and their matrix clauses.

5. Experiment 3: self-paced reading

Experiment 1 and 2 investigated the influence of restric-
tive RCs on expectations about the continuation of the
discourse. The results of both studies corroborate the
observation that readers can infer causal coherence
relations between restrictive RCs and their matrix
clauses, and established that other types of coherence
relations are available as well. However, both exper-
iments use off-line measures and so provide no infor-
mation about the time course with which the
coherence relations are inferred. Are these results a
reflection of some aspect of the story continuation
task, or do readers draw these inferences naturally
during reading? This question is addressed in Exper-
iment 3. By means of a self-paced reading task, we inves-
tigate whether the processing of coherence relations
that hold between restrictive RCs and their matrix
clauses mirrors the processing of coherence relations
in more traditional constructions, e.g. between two inde-
pendent clauses. The self-paced reading experiment in
Rohde et al. (2011) already provides evidence that
language users can expect RCs to convey causal
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information. The current experiment further investigates
the availability of causal inferences, now specifically in
restrictive RCs. In addition, it also tests the inference of
concessive relations between restrictive RCs and their
matrix clauses. In contrast to prior work, our items do
not involve the disambiguation of the relative
pronoun; as such, this experiment examines whether
the Rohde et al. (2011) findings were mainly due to par-
ticipants using cues from the discourse to help disam-
biguate the referent of the relative pronoun, or
whether restrictive RCs are generally places where
language users expect discourse-level information.

A well-established finding in discourse processing is
that causal information is processed faster than non-
causal information, and that stronger causal links result
in even faster processing times than weaker causal
links (e.g. Haberlandt & Bingham, 1978; Keenan et al.,

1984; Myers et al., 1987; Sanders & Noordman, 2000;
Wolfe et al., 2005). Indeed, several studies report
slower reading times on relations where there is some
form of contrast between the discourse segments (e.g.
adversative, concessive, or contrastive relations) than
relations where there is not (e.g. Koornneef & Sanders,
2013; Lee & Lee, 2005; Wason & Johnson-Laird, 1972).
These findings also seem to hold true in the context of
IC verbs: Causal relations after an IC verb lead to faster
reading times than additive or negative relations (Koorn-
neef & Sanders, 2013; Mak & Sanders, 2013).

If coherence relations between restrictive RCs and
their matrix clauses are processed in a way that mirrors
the processing of coherence relations between indepen-
dent clauses, causal RCs should be read faster than
neutral RCs, which should in turn be read faster than
concessive RCs. If, however, restrictive RCs represent

Figure 2. Proportion of next-mentioned referents per RC type. The bold horizontal lines indicate the medians; the tilted squares indi-
cate the means.

Figure 3. Proportion of attachments per RC type. The bold horizontal lines indicate the medians; the tilted squares indicate the means.
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linguistic constructions in which language users do not
typically expect to find information that is relevant at
the discourse level, reading times should be fastest for
neutral RCs since those RCs can be understood as
simply disambiguating the referent; in contrast,
reading times would be slowed by RCs whose content
makes available a coherence relation and this pragmatic
enrichment of meaning is posited to take time (akin to
the delay reported for the computation of implicatures,
e.g. Huang & Snedeker, 2009).

We thus expect concessive RCs to be most surprising
and most difficult. It should, however, be noted that
although concessive RCs occur in everyday language
use, see (5), it is bound to be much rarer than causal
and neutral RCs. Concessive relations are more
complex and less expected by language users than
causal or additive relations (e.g. Hoek et al., 2017). In
addition, they are much less often expressed without
an overt linguistic marker (Asr & Demberg, 2012; Hoek
et al., 2017; Taboada, 2006). Fine et al. (2013, p. 2) formu-
late the ‘rapid expectation adaptation’ account, which
states that ‘comprehenders are able to rapidly adapt to
the statistics of novel linguistic environments.’ In two
self-paced reading tasks, they show that the processing
disadvantage of linguistic constructions that are usually
rare diminishes or even disappears if participants are
repeatedly exposed to such constructions in an exper-
imental setting. Applied to our experiment, this
account predicts that concessive RCs will be read
slowly in the beginning of the experiment, but that
reading times for this condition speed up as the exper-
iment progresses. To test this, we include a main effect
of trial number in our models and test whether the inter-
action between trial number and RC type is significant.

It has also been found that the content of causal
relations is verified faster and recalled better than infor-
mation from clauses that are not part of a causal relation
(e.g. Sanders & Noordman, 2000; Trabasso & van den
Broek, 1985; van den Broek, 1990). In addition to compar-
ing reading times of causal, neutral, and concessive RCs,
Experiment 3 measures whether information provided
by causal RCs is verified faster than information provided
by neutral or concessive RCs. The verification statements
only inquire about the contents of individual clauses, not
about any discourse-level inferences, to avoid influencing
participants’ reading behaviour. Since the resulting state-
ments are fairly easy to verify and participants who are
paying attention ought to be at ceiling, we only analyze
reaction times, not the accuracy of responses.

We do use the accuracy of responses to check
whether participants were paying attention during the
experiment, requiring a minimum accuracy of 75% on
the verification statements. None of the participants

scored below this threshold. In general, we assume
that measuring reading times can be done reliably
using web-based experiments, as is for instance shown
by studies comparing findings from web-based and in-
lab reaction time experiments (e.g. Enochson & Culbert-
son, 2015; Keller et al., 2009).

5.1. Participants

52 monolingual English speakers were recruited through
Amazon Mechanical Turk (mean age 40.22, age range
25–63, 31 women). They participated in exchange for
monetary compensation ($4.50).

5.2. Materials

Stimuli contained an introductory sentence that intro-
duced or invoked a set of people from which one
person would later be singled out by the restrictive RC
construction, a target sentence consisting of a matrix
clause with a direct object modified by an RC, and a
wrap-up sentence. The target sentences varied in the
coherence relation that could be inferred between the
RC and the matrix clause (causal, neutral or concessive).
The subject of all stimuli was a proper name or a first
person pronoun, while the direct object was a general
NP that specified or implied a different gender or
person than the subject; for subjects with proper
names, the subject was male in 50% of the items,
female in the other 50%. The verb in the matrix clause
was always an NP2-biased IC verb in the past tense.
Each IC verb was matched with another IC verb to
create (context-dependent) antonyms, e.g. admire and
pity, or thank and sue. By manipulating the IC verb to
change the coherence relation between the matrix
clause and the RC, the RC was kept constant between
conditions, see Table 1. Each set of IC verb antonyms
was supplemented with a non-IC verb to create a
neutral condition with the same RC. Each IC verb was
used twice: in one item it occurred in the causal con-
dition, in another item in the concessive condition.

Table 1. Sample item with target sentence in all three
conditions.
Intro Jenny walked through the hallway to check on the

daily goings-on around the office.
neutral RC She joked with the guy who made a lot of money for

the company.
causal RC She praised the guy who made a lot of money for the

company.
concessive RC She fired the guy who made a lot of money for the

company.
Wrap-up She arrived at the conference room just in time for her

next meeting.
Verification
statement

The guy made a lot of money for the company.
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Each participant saw each verb only once. The full list of
target items can be found in Appendix 2.

The target items were distributed over three lists,
with each item occurring only once per list, in one of
the three conditions. 24 target items were interspersed
with 12 ‘distractor’ fillers that also contained RCs but
which were not systematically manipulated for the
type of relation that could be inferred between the RC
and the matrix clause,7 and 24 additional fillers of
various types.8 Each participant saw every item only
once, in one of the conditions.

Each item was accompanied by a verification state-
ment. For the target items, the verification statement
inquired only about the content of the RC and was
always true. For the ‘distractor’ fillers that also contained
RCs, the statements also always asked about the con-
tents of the RC but were always false. For the additional
fillers, the statements were a mix of true and false, and
asked about various parts of the stimuli. In total, a
third of all verification statements were false; two
thirds were true (see also Appendix 2).

5.3. Procedure

Participants were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk,
after which they were directed to another website,
hosted by IbexFarm (Drummond, 2013), where they
completed the moving window self-paced reading
experiment. Items were initially displayed as a series of
horizontal lines on the screen; the length of the lines cor-
responded to the length of the regions. By pressing the
space bar on their keyboard, participants could reveal
the next region of the item. Items were presented
non-cumulatively; when a new region was revealed,
the previous region was again replaced by lines.

All target sentences were split up into two regions,
with the matrix clause and the relative pronoun in the
first region, and the rest of the sentence (RC content)
in the second region. The first and last sentences of
every item were also presented as two regions. Each
target sentence started on a new line and was followed
by the first region of the wrap-up sentence. (24) illus-
trates the spatial configuration of target stimuli on the
screen, with slashes demarcating regions.

(24) Jenny walked through the hallway to check on /
the daily goings-on around the office
She praised the guy who / made a lot of money for
the company. / She arrived at the conference room
/ just in time for her next meeting.

When finished reading the item, participants had to
press the space bar once more to move on to the

verification statement. They responded to the statement
by clicking either TRUE or FALSE with their cursor. After
six randomly selected items, participants were presented
with a picture of a landscape. These pictures allowed
participants to take a short break without it affecting
the reading time measures. When they were ready to
continue, participants clicked a ‘proceed’ button at the
bottom of the screen.

5.4. Data preparation and analysis

For the analysis, we used residual reading times. Residual
reading times were calculated using a regression
equation that predicts the reading time of a region
based on a participant’s reading speed and the length
of the region; the predicted reading time is then sub-
tracted from the actual reading time of the region (Trues-
well et al., 1994). Residual reading times thus adjust for
differences in the length of regions as well as differences
in participants’ reading rates. Negative residual reading
times indicate that a region was read faster than pre-
dicted, positive residual reading times indicate that a
region was read slower than predicted. We removed
residual reading times that were more than three stan-
dard deviations above or below the mean (0.52% of the
data). RTs at three regions were analysed: pre-target
(matrix), target (RC), and spillover (wrap-up sentence).
These were analysed with linear mixed effect models
with fixed effects for RC type, trial number, and their inter-
action. For significance testing, we use likelihood ratio
tests that compare two models that are identical except
for the inclusion/exclusion of one fixed effect.

All participants’ verification statement accuracy was
above chance. As expected, the average percentage of
correct responses was very high (93.94%), with 96.15%
accurate responses to the target items and 92.47% to
the filler items. The accuracy of responses per subject
ranged between 76.67% and 100%. The reading time
analysis was performed on all non-outlier data, regard-
less of whether the participant answered the item’s ver-
ification statement correctly. The analysis of the reaction
time to the verification statements was performed on
correct responses only.

5.5. Results

5.5.1. Reading times
Table 2 provides an overview of the raw reading times
per condition on the matrix clause, the RC, and the
first region of the wrap-up sentence, which we have
labelled as the spill-over region. Figure 4 shows the
residual reading times on each of these regions for all
three conditions.
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We analysed the residual reading times on the RC
region in a linear mixed effects model. We found signifi-
cant main effects of trial number (p < .001) and RC type
(p < .05), as well as a significant interaction between trial
number and RC type (p < .05). This indicates that while
reading times sped up over the course of the exper-
iment, the progression of the experiment impacted the
three conditions differently. To interpret this effect, we
divided the dataset into the first and second half of
the experiment, and plotted the residual reading times
for both halves, see Figure 5. Throughout the exper-
iment, reading times were fastest on the causal RCs. It
seems that concessive RCs were initially read slower
than both causal and neutral RCs, but as the experiment
progressed, the difference in reading time between
neutral and concessive RCs diminished, which can also
been seen from the raw reading times for the RC
region between the first and second half of the exper-
iment in Table 3. Indeed, separate follow-up analyses
of the first and the second half of the experiment indi-
cate a significant main effect of the three-level condition
variable in both halves (first half: p < .001, second half: p
< .01). While causal RCs were read faster than the other
two RC types in both halves of the experiment (all ps
< .01), reading times between the neutral and conces-
sive condition (obtained through pairwise analyses on
the relevant subsets of the data) only differ in the first
half of the experiment (b = 129.52, SE = 45.43,
t = 2.85, p , .01), but not in the second half
(b = 17.58, SE = 41.74, t = 0.42, p = .67).

On both the matrix clause and the spill-over region,
there was a main effect of trial number (p < .01) There
was also a main effect of RC type on the spill-over
region (p < .05). Pairwise comparisons on the relevant
subsets of the data reveal that the spill-over region
after concessive RCs was read slower than the spill-
over region after causal RCs (b = −65.63,
SE = 29.94, t = −2.20, p , .05). There was no differ-
ence between the causal and the neutral
(b = −12.46, SE = 25.97, t = −0.48, p = .63) or
between the neutral and the concessive condition
(b = 52.97, SE = 29.09, t = 1.82, p = .08). There was
no main effect of RC type on the matrix clause (p
= .95). Interactions between trial number and RC type
were also not significant on the matrix clause and spill-
over regions (matrix: p = .66, spill-over: p = .76).

5.5.2. Reaction times on verification statements
Only accurate responses were included in the analysis of
the reaction times of the verification statements (96.15%
of the data; 97.12% for causal RCs, 95.67% for concessive
and neutral RCs). Table 4 shows the mean reaction times
to the verification statements per condition. There was
no main effect of condition (p = .68).

5.6. Discussion

The results of the self-paced reading experiment are in
line with findings regarding the relative processing

Figure 4. Residual reading times on the matrix clause, the RC,
and the spill-over region per condition, in milliseconds.

Figure 5. Residual reading times on the matrix clause, the RC,
and the spill-over region per condition in milliseconds in the
first (above) and second half (below) of the experiment.

Table 2. Mean raw reading times and standard deviations per
condition per region in milliseconds.

Matrix clause RC Spill-over

M SD M SD M SD

neutral RC 1243 667 1573 903 1302 763
causal RC 1207 695 1500 918 1271 702
concessive RC 1189 547 1706 1149 1350 813
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ease of causal, additive, and concessive relations that
hold between independent clauses. In addition, we
found an interaction between trial number and con-
dition on the RC region. The reading time plots in
Figure 5 and raw reading times in Table 3 show that
the biggest speed-up effect occurred in the concessive
condition. As explained above, concessive relations are
more complex and less expected by language users
than causal or additive relations (e.g. Hoek et al., 2017)
and are much less often expressed without an overt lin-
guistic marker (Asr & Demberg, 2012; Hoek et al., 2017;
Taboada, 2006). With the biggest speed-up effect
found in the rarest of our three conditions, it seems
that the rapid expectation adaptation account by Fine
et al. (2013) forms a plausible explanation for the inter-
action effect we found.

Overall, the reading time results are in line with pro-
cessing studies on coherence relations between inde-
pendent clauses, rather than with reading time
patterns that would be predicted if language users do
not expect restrictive RCs to contain information that
is relevant at the discourse level. This suggests that
readers naturally infer coherence relations between
restrictive RCs and their matrix clauses, and that they
do not only start making these inferences when the lin-
guistic context (i.e. syntactic disambiguation) or the
experimental setting encourages them to do so (i.e.
story continuations).

We found no differences between the conditions in
the speed with which the statements were verified.
This may be due to the way in which participants had
to respond to the statements. After they finished
reading the items, they pressed the spacebar one
more time to move to the verification statement. They
then had to respond to the statements by clicking on
either the TRUE or FALSE button with their cursor. It
was not possible in the web-hosted experiment to

control the position of the participants’ cursor as they
entered the verification screen. The cursor may have
been anywhere, and plausibly at the edge of the
screen so that it would not cover part of the self-
paced reading items (participants were instructed to
move their cursors out of the way). This, in
combination with the time it took participants to
switch from the keyboard to the mouse, probably
resulted in a fairly noisy measurement and may have
made it more difficult to detect any differences
between conditions.

6. General discussion and conclusion

Over the course of three experiments, this paper
explored whether coherence relations can be inferred
to hold between restrictive RCs and their matrix
clauses. The experiments provide converging evidence
that suggests that language users treat restrictive RCs
as linguistic elements that potentially contain infor-
mation that is relevant at the discourse level, and that
the contents of a restrictive RC can be linked to its
matrix clause in a causal or concessive, i.e. negative
causal, coherence relation. This implies that restrictive
RCs should not be categorically excluded from receiving
discourse segment status. At the same time, the studies
provided new insights into implicit causality verb biases,
specifically about next-mention biases in concessive
coherence relations, and expectations about discourse
structure, upcoming referents, and upcoming coherence
relations.

The assumption that restrictive RCs cannot enter into
a coherence relation with their matrix clauses or any
other clauses was based on the fact that restrictive RCs
are both syntactically and conceptually integrated in
their matrix clauses. The RC is syntactically embedded
in an NP and, as such, part of the matrix clause. In
addition, the RC provides vital information about the
referent it modifies, without which the matrix clause is
conceptually incomplete. The experiments in this
paper suggest that neither of these factors make the
restrictive RC completely unavailable as a discourse
segment. This finding suggests that there are limitations
to syntax-based criteria for discourse segmentation;
underlying the idea that restrictive RCs cannot function
as discourse segments because it is syntactically
embedded in its matrix clause is the assumption that dis-
course structure and syntactic structure align. However,
in the causal and concessive experimental items, as well
as in examples (2)–(6) given in the introduction, there
appears to be a mismatch between the syntactic struc-
ture and the discourse structure of the sentence. In
(25), for example, the RC relates to only the NP the guy

Table 3. Mean raw reading times and standard deviations per
condition for the RC region for the first and the second half of
the experiment, in milliseconds.

First half Second half

M SD M SD

neutral RC 1589 861 1514 846
causal RC 1486 789 1361 694
concessive RC 1744 892 1515 796

Table 4. Mean reaction times and standard deviations of
verification statements per condition, in milliseconds.

M SD

neutral RC 2202 946
causal RC 2205 923
concessive RC 2250 998
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at the syntactic level, while at the discourse level it
relates to the entire matrix clause.

(25) She praised the guy who made a lot of money for
the company.

When it comes to the conceptual level, the RC appears to
fulfil a double function. It restricts the referent so that, in
the case of (25), it is clear which guy is praised. At the
same time, it provides a reason or explanation for the
matrix clause event, in this case the praising. The obser-
vation that syntactic structure and discourse structure
need not align and that a single linguistic unit can
fulfil multiple functions open up the larger question of
whether we should be looking for discourse-level infor-
mation in other types of linguistic structures that have
been assumed to be unavailable at the discourse level
on the basis of syntactic or conceptual criteria.

If restrictive RCs cannot be categorically excluded as
discourse segments, how should they be treated in dis-
course segmentation and annotation? A liberal option
would be to allow every restrictive RC to be a discourse
segment. In the absence of a meaningful discourse-level
relation between the RC and its matrix clause, the
relation could be annotated as ADDITIVE (or using a simi-
larly general relation label, such as ELABORATION (RST/
Hobbs), CONJUNCTION (PDTB), or BACKGROUND (RST/
SDRT)). The drawback of this approach is that the dis-
course structure and discourse annotations may
include relations that are irrelevant at the discourse
level; while the experiments in this paper show that a
restrictive RC can relate to its entire matrix clause at
the discourse level, there is no reason to believe that
this is always the case. A more conservative option
would be to only segment a restrictive RC construction
and annotate the coherence relation between the seg-
ments if the sentence allows for a discourse-level infer-
ence between the RC and its matrix clause. Since this
segmentation procedure relies heavily on the interpret-
ation of the annotator, it is not a very suitable option for
automated segmentation or annotation applications if
these systems are blind to the relation to be inferred.
For manual segmentation and annotation procedures,
however, this option would likely result in a more accu-
rate representation of the discourse structure and a
more complete overview of the coherence relations
that hold in a discourse.

In this study, we focussed on restrictive RCs because
their status as grammatical clauses and full propositions
would grant them discourse segment status, if only they
related to another clause at the level of syntax. This
makes them a border-line case within theories on dis-
course segmentation. However, it could be questioned

to what extent a construction like I scolded the boy
who stole a pencil case differs from a sentence like I
scolded the thief, as both constructions would receive
similar causal inferences.9 I scolded the thief, however,
would be straightforwardly analysed as a single dis-
course segment, and the causal inference between the
scolding and the thief-being would not be considered
a discourse relation.The reason why theories on dis-
course segmentation take the grammatical clause as
the basis for identifying discourse segment is because
the clause is used as a proxy for identifying independent
propositions in a text (Hoek et al., 2018). Perhaps the-
ories on discourse segmentation should start to consider
the role of inferred propositions. This would for instance
problematise the status of thief in the above example
(similarly: nominalizations, e.g. arrest), but also question
distinct analyses of constructions such as The blind-
folded man could not find his chair (one discourse
segment) versus The man could not find his chair
(because) he was blind-folded (two discourse segments).

Throughout all three experiments, we tested RCs that
were attached to a direct object. The surface structure of
these constructions closely resembles the surface struc-
ture of coherence relations with more prototypical dis-
course segments: clause-clause. An open question is
whether coherence relations are equally likely to be
inferred between restrictive RCs and their matrix
clauses when the RC interrupts the matrix clause, for
instance when the RC is attached to the subject. In
addition, all RCs in our experiments were subject-
extracted RCs, where the referent of the RC is the
subject of the RC. Object-extracted RCs, where the refer-
ent of the RC is the object of the RC (e.g. the stewardess
who Geoff ridiculed), are syntactically more complex and
tend to be harder to process than subject-extracted RCs
(Gibson, 1998; Gordon et al., 2001; Mak et al., 2002).
Whether discourse-level inferences are made as readily
in constructions with object-extracted RCs as in sen-
tences containing subject-extracted RCs would be
worthwhile to explore in future research.

Notes

1. https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/man-who-
attacked-jogger-in-seattle-park-sentenced-to-prison/

2. Hill, N. (2016). The Nix. London: Picador. p.36
3. https://www.eater.com/2018/3/7/17080432/texas-

dining-barbecue-mexican-crawfish
4. Studies by Kehler et al. (2008) and Mak and Sanders

(2013) do show that IC verbs’ coreference patterns are
influenced by the inferred coherence relation, not just
by the conjunction.

5. This study was first presented in brief in Kehler and
Rohde (2015).
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6. Interestingly, this manipulation seems not to have
impacted the proportion of high attaching continu-
ations at all (89% in Experiment 1 versus 87% in Exper-
iment 2). This suggests that people attend more to the
matrix clause (see also Larson, 2008).

7. For example: The painter was busy making the final
arrangements for her exposition. She refused to talk to
the journalist who was trying to interview her. After two
hours he finally gave up and left. Verification statement:
The journalist tried to photograph the painter.

8. For example: Sunday afternoon was pretty eventful. After
our bunny escaped, we spent two hours looking for him.
Finally, we found him hiding under the couch, sitting in
a spot that was impossible to reach. Verification state-
ment: The bunny was hiding under a chair.

9. Thanks to the anonymous reviewer for pointing this out.
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